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My hero academia movie 2020 timeline

Season 4 won't end by the time the movie comes out, so what will be the timeline? (Sorry if this is a pretty stupid question, I'm a very stupid person.) View Source Share Note: The series in this article contains major spoilers about my hero education, cinema and my hero education vigilantes. Read
carefully. Incidents Under Construction * Disclosure: Some of the above links are affiliate links, which means, at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-by-SA unless otherwise noted. My Hero Education:
Heroes RisingJainani theatrical release posterJapanese僕ヒロロカデミロカデミズ ヒズ ラジグhypburnboku no Hırö Akademia Za Múbí: Hrözu: Directed by Raijingu Kenji Nagasaki Supervision: Köhei Horikoshi [A] Waana Okamura Yoshihiro Produced by Oybu Koji Nagaji Kazumasas Sanzoba wrote
that December 20, December 20, 20, 2019 (2019-12-20) Running time104 minCountrySpageJapanbox Office $29.9 million [1] [2] My Hero Education: Heroes Rising (Japanese: 僕ヒロカデミロズ ヒロ : ラジグ, Hepburn: Boku No Horo Academy Za Mubi: Hirozu: Raisingu) is a 2019 Japanese anime
superhero film, and the second film is based on manga mai hero education by Kohei Horikoshi. The film was directed by Kenji Nagasaki produced by Bones and released in Japan on December 20, 2019 and released in North America on February 26, 2020, earning positive reviews from critics. The
events of the film are followed by the Meta Liberation Army Arc in My Hero Academies Manga. The film has elements of his story that were once to be used as the finale of the series by Horicoshi. It was intended to be the last film in the series, until images of a possible third film appeared online. A third
film of the series is expected to release in summer 2021. The plot is the villain's league effort and being chased by the Hawks while driving off in a mysterious cargo carrying truck. After destroying the truck, despite failing to catch league members, the heroes get an empty life support capsule. Inside Man,
Nine, a villain, has survived and regroups with his team of villains, planning to create a society where those others with strong Quirks rule. The United States' Upper Class 1-A has been sent to the remote Nabu Island as part of a security program. Izuku Mets The Holder of Midoria, one for all, Mahoro
Shimano, and his brother Katsuma, residents of the island. His relationship with his rival Katsuki Bakugo, suggests he realizes that Katsuma wants to be a hero, but Mahoro wants to dissuade him, believing his Quirk to be unsuitable for that line of work. Meanwhile, Mahoro and Kasuma's father has been
attacked by nine and his party, with nine stealing his Quirk. Nine, who have been empowered by everyone for one, can steal and Up to Nine Quirks, but his body can't handle these Quirks without suffering damage. He wants to use Stolen Quirk to heal himself, would have been near unstoppable, but
StealIng Quirk is incompatible with his blood type. Nine estimates that the man's children might possess a better version of it, and pursues them. Nine and his gang reach the island and destroy all means of escape and communication. Class 1 - Learns of an invasion and divides the villain to stop and
protect island residents. Nine finds children and confirms Katsuma is near the quirk she wants, but Midoriya intervenes before she can steal it; However, neither he nor Bakugo are doing matches against nine. Despite this, they force him to retreat due to overusing his Quirks. Class 1- One again decides to
attack groups and villain heads, while awaiting the arrival of other heroes. Upon vacating Sri Lanka, the rest of the class nine crew manages to defeat, but are incapacitated by nine, except for Midoria and Bakugo. Seeing no other way to defeat Nine, A transfer to all in The Midoria Bakugo, while he uses
the remaining embers of his power. Together, two prevailed and nine defeats, but all seemingly fades later for Midoriya's one. As professional heroes arrive, all can find a faint Bakugo and Midoria. He knows that remains within a midoria for all, as the transfer in Bakugo was disrupted, the principle that all
the previous wielders of one-of-a-day desire for Midoria to keep it. Elsewhere, Tomura Shigarki kills the weak nine, promising to make the world nine, with Shigarki as king. Nine caught up with the gang, repairing class damage to the island before returning home. All say goodbye to Midoria and Bakugo,
Katsuma and Mahoro who have lost the memory of wielding one. The film ends as Midoriya Katsuma assured that she could become a hero, as may all did for her before. Voice Cast Main Article: List of Characters of My Hero Education Character Japanese Voice Actor English Dubbing Actor Izuku
Midoria Daiki Yamashita Justin Briner Katsuki Bakuzo Nobuhiko Okamoto Clifford Chapin Shotto Todoroki Uki Qazi David Matranga Okako Ukara Ayan Sankura Lucy Christian Christian Tenya Eda Kailaka Kailava J. Michael Ttam Momo Yaoororozzi Marina Inoui Coleen Klinkenbed Yijero Kirishima
Tosuki Masuda Justin Cook Tsuyu Asui Ahui Yuki Monica Rial Minata Riho Hiroashi Bruna Palencia Deneri Tatsuku Hataka Kiel Phillips Kaoka Jiro Kei Shinda Trika Nishimura Mina Aashido Eri Kitamura Caitlin Glass Fumike Tokoy YoshimasHoya Josh Grele Mejo Shoji Makaz macao Nishida Ian Sinclair
Yuga ayma kosuke kowano Joel McDonald Mashirao Ojero Kosuke Miyoshi Mike McFarland Hana Sero Kiotaka Fuurushima Christopher Beveins Toru Hagkyur Kaori Najma Felasia Angel Ricido Sato Toru Nara Chris George Koji Koda Takuma Nagatsuka Greg Ayres All May Kenta Miyake Christopher
Sabat Shota Aizawa Junichi Suvab Christopher Wehkamp Effort Tetsu Patrick Setz Hawks Yuichi Nakamura [3] Geno Robinson [4] Tomura Shigarki Koki Uchiyama Eric Canyon Toya Todooki Hiro Simono Jason Libract Himiko Toga Misato Fukuen Leah Clark Twice Daiichi &amp; Uton Pittman Mr. Seik
Tsugho Mogami Kent Williams spinner Tsuguo Mogami Laryrant Blyle Maho Maro Shimano Tomoyo Kurosawa [5] Dani Chambers [6] Katsuma Shimano Yuka Terrasaki [5] Maxi Whitehead [7] Slice Mio Imada [8] Lydia Mackay [9] Nine Yoshio Inoua Yong Bosch mummy Kosuke Toriumi [10] Brendan
Blaber [11] Kalpana Shusuke Tauchi [10] Greg Dulsi [12] Production On March 23, 2019, a stage program in Anime 2019 announced that a second My Hero Education film was planned for the winter 2019 release, with Kohei Horicoshi responsible for the original character design. [13] Title and release
date on July 7, 2019 revealed at hero Fes event, horikoshi said the film will be the final movie adaptation for the series. [14] The event also revealed that bones will be produced the film, with Kenji Nagaski returning as director, Yösuke Kuroda returning as writer, Yoshihiko Returning as Umakoshi
character designer, and Yuki Hayashi returning as composer. [15] On October 11, 2019, it was announced that Tomoyo Kurosawa would join artists as Mahoro, express Yuka Terasaki Katsuma, and perform the Sumika theme song Higher Ground. [5] On September 26, 2019, it was announced that Mio
Imada was cast as slices, and Yoshio Inouve was cast as nine. [8] On November 11, 2019, the weekly Shonen Jump revealed that Kohsuke Torriumi and Shusuke Takuchi were cast as villainous mummy and fantasy respectively,[10] and on December 6, 2019, it was revealed that Yuichi Nakamura
would sound. [3] Release Toho released the film dramatically in Japan on December 20, 2019. [14] The first 1,0,0,0 audience members to watch the film received a bonus manga booklet written by Horicoshi, titled Vol. Rising, which included Horicoshi, an extended interview with character design and
sketches, was the handbook. [16] The film also received a 4D screening in 81 theaters in Japan on January 24, 2020. [17] Funimation announced that it had obtained film licenses for English-speaking regions, and released the film in both English subtitles and dubbed formats on February 26, 2020 in
North America. [18] [19] Manga Entertainment announced that it will release the film in the United Kingdom and Ireland,[20] with theatrical releases from February 26 and 27, 2020 in both English subtitles and dub. [21] In Australia and New Zealand, Madman Anime premiered the film at the Anime Festival
Sydney in English subtitles on March 7 and 8, 2020 and dubbed respectively,[22] with a wide release on March 12, 2020. [23] Funimation provided MX4D screenings in select theaters in the United States,[24] and provided 4DX screenings in Sydney with Madman dubbed English. [25] Home Media
officially confirmed the film was released on Blu-ray and DVD on March 28, 2020 In a full version of Japan on July 15, 2020, that includes new scenes not seen during the theatrical release. [26] Then, on July 15, 2020, North American Blu-ray was officially listed for pre-order, with a release date of
October 27, 2020. [27] Reception Box Office March 12, 2020 [Update], My Hero Academx: Heroes Rising has grossed $15.1 million in Japan, as well as $13.5 million in the United States and Canada, for a total of $28.7 million worldwide. [1] [2] During the opening weekend, My Hero Academies: Heroes
Rising ranked third at the Japanese box office, earning $422 million ($3.86 million) in its first three days, of which 283 million ($2.59 million) during the weekend. [28] The film finished third for the second weekend,[29] dropped to fourth in its third week,[30] dropped to 7th in its fourth weekend,[31] and
dropped to the top 10 in its fifth weekend, though briefly rising to 9th in its sixth weekend before dropping the top 10 again. [32] [33] The film surpassed my hero education: two heroes during its ninth weekend. [34] In the United States, the film made $2,47 million from 1,275 theaters on its first day (box
office topping) and $815,000 on its second. [35] It went on to debut for $5.1 million in its opening weekend (a five-day total of $8.5 million), finishing fourth. [36] Critical feedback on Rotten Tomatoes, the film holds an approval rating of 91% based on 33 reviews, with an average rating of 7.56/10. The
website's important consensus reads, My Hero Education: Rising Heroes sends fans of the saga on an exhilarating adventure that ends the series on a beautifully animated high note. [37] On Metacritic, the film has a weighted average score of 70 out of 100, based on nine critics, indicating generally
favorable reviews. [38] The American audience surveyed by Posttrack gave it an average of 5 out of 5 stars, with 73% of people saying they would definitely recommend it. [36] Richard Eisenbesis of the Anime News Network praised the setting, concept and climax, saying the climax was insanely
impressive, although my hero criticised the film's position in the education timeline, causing confusion and hence the stress of the [draining] film. [39] Twwk underneath the Tangles agreed about misleading elements, while stating that the film can't repeat or add anything new to the genre, but it's fun, fan-
pleasing, and above all, meaningful, a heightened and focused story infused with characters, superpowers, and hearts that series fans have come to love. [40] Daryl Harding from Crunchiroll News praised animation, saying the final fight was some of the best of the animation series, but the story toward
the film criticized nature, saying that the finished stakes in the world felt low due to viewers knowing the continuity of the series. [41] Patrick Frye of Monsters and Critics said funimation english dubbed voice actors nailed their scenes, noting that the only major drawback is that the villains and Could have
been given depth, but The journey was always about heroes, anyway. [42] Notes ^ Credit as Main Supervision (総監修) Reference ^ a b Boku No Harro Academy The Movie Hirozu: Raisingu (2019). Number. Retrieved march 13, 2020. ^ a b My Hero Academies: Heroes Rising (2019). Box office mojo.
Retrieved on March 14, 2020. ^ a b Sherman, Jennifer (December 6, 2019). My Hero Education Film - Heroes: Rising - Film Casts Yúichi Nakamura . Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Funiman [@FUNimation] (February 22, 2020). How about a preview of Zeno Robinson as the
English voice of the Hawks? Four days left for  #HeroesRisingMovie!  funi.to/MHAHRTix (Tweet). March 13, 2020 - Received via Twitter. ^ a b c Antonio Pineda, Rafael (October 11, 2019). My Hero Education - Heroes: Rising - Film Trailer Shows, Previews Theme Song . Anime News Network.
Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Funmation [@FUNimation] (February 23, 2020). Are you as excited as Dani Chambers for #HeroesRisingMovie? Only three days and until we learn more about her character, Mahoro!  funi.to/MHAHRTix (Tweet). February 29, 2020 - Received via Twitter. ^
Funmation [@FUNimation] (February 21, 2020). Maxey Whitehead wants to tell you.. । That countdown has begun! Only five days until #heroesrisingmovie hits theaters!  ️  funi.to/MHAHRTix (tweet). February 29, 2020 - Received via Twitter. ^ a b Antonio Pineda, Rafael (September 25, 2019).
My Hero Education - Heroes: Rising - Film Casts Yoshio Inoue, Mio Imada . Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Funiman [@FUNimation] (February 22, 2020). Yet got your ticket to #HeroesRisingMovie? You don't want to miss Lydia Mackay as the English voice of slices! 
funi.to/MHAHRTix (Tweet). February 29, 2020 - Received via Twitter. ^ a b C Hodgkinson, Krystin (November 11, 2019). My Hero Education Film - Heroes: Rising - Film Cast Kausuke Toriumi, Shunsuke Tachi as the villain. Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 29, 2020. ^ Funiation
[@FUNimation] (February 25, 2020). Brendan Blaber is the English voice of the new villain mummy.. । And you can see him in theaters tomorrow!  #HeroesRisingMovie  funi.to/MHAHRTix (Tweet). February 29, 2020 - Received via Twitter. ^ Funiman [@FUNimation] (February 24, 2020). Greg
Dulcie knows that life is hard for a villain with the face of a good boi.. । Two days up to #HeroesRisingMovie!  funi.to/MHAHRTix (Tweet). February 29, 2020 - Received via Twitter. ^ Antonio Pineda, Rafael (March 23, 2019). My Hero Education Manga gets 2 Anime movies in winter. Anime News
Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ a b Sherman, Jennifer (July 7, 2019). My Hero Education Maker teases the next Anime movie as the last one. Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ ヒロカ劇場版劇場版ヒロズラジグ堀越耕平最終とも⾔えす Natalie. July 7, 2019. on
February 20th, 2020 received. ^ Antonio Pineda, Rafael (October 8, 2019). My Hero Education - Heroes: Rising - Filmgoers Get Manga Bonuses . Anime News News Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Hodgkinson, Krystin (January 11, 2020). My Hero Education: Heroes Rising Movie gets 4D screening in
Japan. Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Hodgkinson, Krystin (January 10, 2020). My Hero Education: Heroes Rising Film opens in the US, Canada on February 26. Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Friedman, Nicholas (December 16, 2019). Funimation
bringing my hero education: Heroes rising to North American theaters in early 2020. Funation. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Stevens, Josh. A (January 29, 2020). My Hero Education: Heroes Rising UK gets 2020 release. Anime UK News. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ My Hero Education Film:
Heroes Rising UK and Ireland coming to theatrical screens this February 2020. Anime UK News. 29th January 2020. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Madman Anime [@Madman] (February 19, 2020).  big news!  #MyHeroAcademia: Heroes Rising Premiere #AniFestAUS in Sydney! There will be
a subtitled screening on Saturday (7/3) and a dubbed screening on Sundays (8/3). Tickets on sale next week (26/2) - Stay tuned for more information! mad.mn/afsyd20 (Tweet). February 20, 2020 - Received via Twitter. ^ Madman Anime [@Madman] (January 11, 2020). ✨ time to hike heroes! ✨ the
second My Hero education film will be bringing justice to australian and New Zealand cinemas March 12! So grab your sidekick and get ready to go plus ultra! Tickets on sale soon.  myheroacademia.com.au  #MyHeroAcademia #HeroesRising (Tweet). February 20, 2020 - Received via Twitter. ^
My Hero Education To Offer Funimation Films Teams With Mediamation MX4D: Emerging, Rising Heroes in Motion Format (Press Release). Dallas, Texas: Funimation. Anime News Network. 28th February 2020. Retrieved on March 21, 2020. ^ Madman Anime [@Madman] (March 12, 2020). Do you



really want to feel exploded during my hero's education: Rising Heroes? Well, be sure to check out all the action during 4DX sessions!  mad.mn/mha4dx (tweet). March 15, 2020 - Received via Twitter. ^ Shubham, Sedai (2020-03-28). My Hero Education: Heroes Announces Rising Blu-ray DVD
Release Date . Anime news and facts. Received 2020-05-02. ^ funimtion.com. ww38.funimtion.com received 2020-07-16. ^ Hodgkinson, Crystallin (December 24, 2019). My Hero Education: Heroes Rising Film opens in #3 in Japan, earns 422,0,0 yen in 3 days. Anime News Network. Retrieved on
February 20, 2020. ^ Hodgkinson, Crystallin (January 6, 2020). The Shinklian Anime film opens in #8 in Japan during the December 28-29 weekend. Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Antonio Pineda, Rafael (January 7, 2020). My Hero Education: Heroes Drops for Rising Movie #4,
Yo-Kai Watch lives on #6. Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Antonio Pineda, Rafael (January 15, 2020). Kaiji Ultimate Game #2, My Hero Education: Heroes Rising Drops to #7 opens. Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Antonio Pineda, Rafael (January 28,
2020). Kaiji Kaiji #2 lives, my hero education rises back on the top 10 charts. Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Antonio Pineda, Rafael (February 3, 2020). Live action Kaiji drops to #4 the final game film. Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Komatsu, Mikaazu
(February 18, 2020). Japan Box Office: My Hero Education Heroes: Rising finally surpasses the domestic gross of the 1st film. Crunchirol. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Hodgkinson, Krystin (February 28, 2020). My Hero Education: Heroes Rising Film topped the U.S. box office charts on Wednesday.
Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 29, 2020. ^ a b d Alessandro, Anthony (March 1, 2020). How 'The Invisible Man' Made a $29M Appearance for Universal and Bloomhouse — Sunday Finals . Deadline Hollywood. Retrieved on March 1, 2020. ^ My Heroes Education: Rising Heroes (2020).
Rotten tomatoes. Retrieved on March 5, 2020. ^ My Heroes Academies: Heroes Rising Review. Metacritic. Retrieved on February 22, 2020. ^ Eisenbeis, Richard (December 21, 2019). Review: My Hero Education Movie - Heroes: Rising - | Anime News Network. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^
Twwk.My Hero Education: Heroes Rising (review). Under complications. Retrieved on February 24, 2020. ^ Harding, Daryl (January 13, 2020). Review: Friendships Go Beyond Limits in My Hero Education Heroes: Rising Anime Movie . Crunchirol. Retrieved on February 20, 2020. ^ Fry, Patrick (February
24, 2020). My Hero Education: Heroes Rising English Dub Review: FUNimation Boku's No Hero Education Movie Dubbing Nails It . Monsters and critics. Retrieved on February 24, 2020. External Links Official Website (in Japanese) My Hero Education: Heroes Rising (Film) Encyclopedia of Anime News
Network on My Hero Education: IMDb Heroes Rising on My Hero Education: Rotten Tomatoes Heroes Rising on My Hero Education: Rising Heroes in Box Office Mojo derived from
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